As BEI Technologies, Inc. transitioned from a low-volume, high-cost aerospace and defense supplier to a high-volume, low-cost automotive supplier for the Systron Donner quartz rate sensor gyroscope (GyroChip®) after the mid-1990s, a need to effectively manage mass customization without replicating the production line became an economic imperative. This paper describes the tools and techniques utilized to not only solve the problem economically, but provide several significant side-benefits as well. Starting from zero high-volume mass customization experience in 1996, Systron Donner can today accommodate dozens of configurations on the same high volume production line. In addition, the line can accommodate multiple small runs (dozens to hundreds of units per day) on the line concurrent with the normal production (several thousand units per day). These benefits are supplemented by additional capabilities to achieve traceability down to the component level, screen units with a performance grading technique, permanently store all manufacturing and test data, provide integrated statistical process control information, ensure proper process step sequencing and ensure correct labeling and shipment.
INTRODUCTION
A high-volume automotive component production line achieves huge production rates by many factors. These factors include product designs compatible with high-volume processes, tight process control for repeatability of results, automation for minimal labor at each process step, and an information system capable of monitoring, controlling, recording, instructing and informing employees and management on the various complicated parameters at work on the line.
For many products, such as the inertial sensors provided by Systron Donner Automotive Division (SDAD) [1] of BEI Technologies, Inc., (BEI) [2] customer demands also require the ability to quickly and efficiently respond to the need for differing configurations of the product.
Automotive Original Equipment Manufacturers (GEMs) have extremely rigid requirements for their suppliers to provide products "exactly right". Even a slight unintended difference will result in an unacceptable situation and a rejected product shipment. Any approach to solve this problem by replicating multiple assembly lines with one line for each product version is quickly ruledout as an unacceptabley expensive solution. Therefore, a common manufacturing line with an integrated computer system capable of identifying and controlling multiple unique versions of the product (including very subtle differences) is the only economic solution.
2. IN THE BEGINNING --ONE CUSTOMER, ONE PRODUCT, ONE LINE Initially, SDAD had only one automotive customer with one configuration product. The company designed a single unsophisticated production line to manufacture the Yaw Rate Sensor (see Figure 1) for the General Motors (GM) StabiliTrak brake system for the model year 1997 Cadillac [3, 4, 5] . This line had rudimentary computer controls to store test data by unit serial number, but no capability to accommodate multiple product configurations, since GM intended to use the same sensor in all StabiliTrak applications, starting with Cadillac, then moving into the Chevrolet Corvette sports car and then ultimately into several other GM 1997 Cadillac
The production volumes were very low for an automotive product (initially less than 25,000 per year). Manufacturing automation was minimal, since it was not known what acceptance the market would give the new stability control brake system technology. During the late 1990s, SDAD was working on product designs that contributed to further automation by virtue of an automatic sensor calibration technique embodied in a new rate sensor Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). However, this technique facilitated higher automation of a single configuration product, as opposed to mass customization. Separate from the cost pressures behind the ASIC automation initiative, SDAD perceived other market forces that propelled it to develop new production techniques to handle multiple product configurations.
MARKET ACCEPTANCE DRIVES MULTIPLICITY
A. IMMEDIATE MULTIPLICITY DEMANDS Within a year from the first production shipment in June of 1996, a Tier 1 brake system customer with multiple automotive OEM customers contracted SDAD's Quartz Rate Sensor (QRS) technology and began demanding unique configurations despite earlier SDAD plans for maximum product commonality. A pivotal example was one OEM who demanded that the connector terminals on the Yaw Rate Sensor unit for their application be gold-plated instead of the standard tin-plating of all other versions. The OEM could not be dissuaded from the goldplating requirement and none of the other OEMs wanted this feature. Maintaining configuration control by production worker inspection was not feasible, since the gold pins were in an injection molded plastic cavity and not visually discernible. This caused severe concern that product mixing on the line could not be prevented.
As more and more OEM customers accepted the basic Yaw Rate Sensor product, more demands for differentiation of the product for each customer occurred. Reasons included performance differences, temporary relaxation of parameters, component traceability requirements, connector keying differences, hardware configuration differences, such as EMI filtering requirements, and multiple software configurations, among others. In parallel with these new customer demands, production volumes began to grow exponentially.
B. AN UNANTICIPATED RAMP-UP
A severe production readiness "crunch" occurred at SDAD, when the famous "Elk Maneuver Test" occurred in Sweden in the fall of 1997, causing a large increase in interest in stability control brake systems in Europe. This event featured an automotive magazine test driver-editor who caused a new vehicle to actually roll over at a very low speed on good road surface by simulating a quick right/left/right maneuver to avoid an animal crossing the road in front of the vehicle. SDAD production forecast for 1998 went from 30,000 to 450,000 Yaw Rate Sensors just a few months prior to production start [6] Clearly the design of the next line Shipments had to be driven by the multiplicity (mass customization) demanded by the multiple customers. The automotive business reality is that "ultimately the customer will get what he wants". SDAD turned its attention to providing the customization capability with the least investment and absolutely minimal recurring unit cost. Portions of earlier lines were upgraded in an incremental fashion, but the SCO1 line was designed from the outset with many features that accommodated mass customization. During the production line development, more features were added with very little effort as a side-benefit to the basic capability.
THE EVOLVING MULTIPLICITY NEED
Multiplicity was driven by a large number of reasons. This section provides additional insight into the most significant factors requiring a production line capable of processing multiple configurations simultaneously.
A. MULTIPLE HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS
Poliferation of hardware configurations demands a manufacturing system capable of tracking a significant number of hardware differences between units on the same line. One illustration of the number of hardware configurations for one basic type of product supplied to 10 different customers is shown in (Figure 4 ). The OEMs were completely inflexible when asked to adopt a standardized housing mounting design. In some cases, they had already generated tooling for the vehicle platform and their side of the sensor-platform interface was fixed and final.
2) Sensor Configuration Differences: The SCOI concept embodies several sensor configurations. The most basic unit featured a single yaw rate gyro and a single lateral accelerometer (referred to as "yaw/lat"). Other versions Mounting Feet included another accelerometer for the longitudinal axis (a "yaw/lat/long" unit) and another gyro for the roll rate axis (a "roll/yaw/lat/long" unit, aka "RSC" unit). Finally, one version included two gyros, but they were both oriented in the yaw axis for dual redundant yaw sensing required by one customer (a "yaw/yaw/lat/lat" unit, aka a "stereo" unit).
3) Circuit Capability Differences: Multiple reasons emerged for circuit differences for otherwise identical configurations of the product. One example is that some customers demanded EMI filtering capabilities not required by other customers. Since the EMI filter capability added unit cost, it was not justified on versions that did not require it.
4) Connector Differences. Some OEMs required differing connector configurations. Even though the basic connector belonged to a common family, differences existed due to the shape of the connector shell or in the number of pins. In addition, each connector featured ribs inside the shell at various locations that effectively "keyed" the connector, preventing it from mating with an incorrect mating connector. Finally, extremely subtle differences in connector dimensions were necessary to accommodate differing vehicle mounting restrictions. One dimension, the connector height, was different by only 0.5mm (less than two percent) out of 27mm. Consequently, the uniqueness of different connector versions is virtually impossible to detect with the eye. 5) Microcontroller Software Differences. Some otherwise identical SCO1 units were in fact different, since they contained unique software programs in the internal microcontroller memory. Memory chips programmed with unique software are equivalent to a unique hardware configuration and must be tracked as a separate part number. 6) Microcontroller Memory Differences: All SCOI configurations were launched into production with the microcontroller program stored in "flash ROM" memory. This risk mitigation practice enabled a quick software change if a problem was detected in the early months of production. However, "flash ROM" production cost is considerably more expensive than "mask ROM". After about six months of production and growing confidence that the software could be considered mature, the memory is switched over to "mask ROM" to obtain the cost savings.
Tracking the two different configurations and the switchover point from "flash ROM" to "mask ROM" is a customer requirement for component traceability reasons.
B. MULTIPLE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Some OEM customers required sensor performance tailored to their unique brake system requirements. Key performance parameters that varied from one OEM to another included scale factor, offset bias, offset bias over temperature and the rate of change of sensor output versus temperature (aka as "dV/dT") [7, 8] .
C. PERFORMANCE GRADING REQUIREMENT Occasionally, two configurations were virtually identical from a hardware aspect, but one needed to meet a higher level of performance than the other. Segregating units with the two levels of performance from each other demanded a manufacturing line that could achieve this segregation in a "fool-proof' manner without possibility of human error.
D. NEW PRODUCT VALIDATION RUNS
The automotive industry requires both Design Validation (DV) and Process Validation (PV) units be built in quantities of hundreds or more to validate designs prior to production [9] . The practicality of building DV hardware in an engineering laboratory is daunting, given the large quantities. If an assembly line exists, DV hardware is most expediently built on the line, instead of the lab. The automotive industry has a firm requirement to build all PV hardware on the production line using the final processes to be used for production. Consequently, with the huge market acceptance of the GyroChip line, SDAD faced continual need to run small DV and PV runs through the line in a segregated manner without erroneously mixing DV/PV units with production units.
E. NEW COMPONENT VALIDATION RUNS
With the large number of units and configurations, an ongoing program of cost reduction and/or quality improvement by substitution of various components with similar parts from different suppliers was initiated. Accordingly, significant numbers of runs are necessary to validate the new components without mixing component validation units with normal production units.
F. MULTIPLE CUSTOMERS
The mass customization driven by multiple customers had a consequence in addition to the reasons cited above. Each customer demanded their own unique product label on the sensor unit, typically with their OEM logo and part number in addition to the information SDAD required. This is understandable when it is recognized that the unit will go into vehicles and dealer stockrooms worldwide as a "part" of the OEM's vehicle service network. The OEM naturally desires that the label identify the product as "their product".
G. MULTIPLE SHIPPING DESTINATIONS
SDAD has customers with a global presence. Consequently, sensor shipments must go to one of several customer locations around the globe. At times, virtually the only "configuration uniqueness" of a particular unit is the need to ship some units to one location and other (identical) units to another location. This multiplicity must be handled with a system that takes into account the customer directives for not only product configuration, product quantity and delivery date, but also multiple shipment destinations for the same product.
DESIGN FOR MULTIPLICITY ON SAME LINE
A. PRODUCT DESIGN Product design must consider multiplicity from inception. SDAD has maximized commonality of all designs to achieve maximum volume price discounts from suppliers, minimize the number of part types, and minimize manufacturing complexity. When configuration differences are necessary, design is performed in a manner that minimizes production line impact.
Consequently, the body interiors of all sensor housings are the same dimensions to accommodate the same size Printed Circuit Board (PCB). PCB layouts are designed to accommodate optional sensors (such as the longitudinal accelerometer) by incorporating mounting pads for the optional sensor. Common electrical and mechanical interfaces are used wherever possible, but differences do exist, as determined by the customer. system in a manner to enable all the required data collection, injection of required input parameters, checkpoint control to verify the next step, cross-checking configuration before moving a unit forward, checking that test specifications are met and tying all unit data together in the database. Various workstations -include barcode readers to allow entry of unit identification (ID) for tracking purposes ( Figure Figure 6 Ambient Cal Station Barcode Reader 6).
THE AUTOMOTIVE TRACEABILITY REQUIREMENT
The automotive industry requires all electronic components, down to individual resistors and capacitors, be traceable from a final assembly unit serial number. This requirement enables tracing of defective lots of components and bracketing the suspect block of units in the field in the event a "quality spill" occurs or a product recall is necessary. Accordingly, a computer database must accommodate the linkage of every component and its lot date code with the Unit ID.
INCREASED PRODUCT COMPLEXITY
As previously indicated, SDAD's initial product was a single Yaw Rate Sensor. However, the SCOI was considerably more complex, both electrically and mechanically. This complexity naturally enabled more configurations, thus aggravating the mass customization problem for the production line to manage.
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN IMPLICATIONS
A. RATIONALE FOR A CONTRACT MANUFACTURER SDAD decided very early in the automotive product business to outsource the circuit assembly of PCBs. It was recognized that many contract manufacturers around the world specialize in "stuffing boards" and SDAD decided to stay focused on core technology, rather than compete with large contract manufacturers in non-core areas of competency. In addition, many contract manufacturers have existing automotive production line PCB assembly facilities in locations featuring low cost labor in Eastern Europe, Asia and elsewhere.
B. COMPONENT TRACEABILITY BEFORE/AFTER THE CONTRACT MANUFACTURER
Contract manufacturer selection was performed with many criteria in mind. One of the most important criteria was that SDAD required the contract manufacturer to possess infrastructure with a component traceability capability. When combined with SDAD's system, the full manufacturing cycle contained traceability capability.
DATABASE CHOICE
As the mass customization implications became clear, SDAD began the selection process for a database software tool appropriate to the burgeoning multiplicity need for the sensor product family. Basic requirements were identified including: SDAD selected the Microsoft SQL Server as the database tool that met all of these requirements [9] .
ONE NUMBER LINKS EVERYTHING
The approach developed by SDAD to achieve mass customization and the complexities of managing it on a single production line is all traced back to a single number -the Unit ID. The Unit ID is assigned at the earliest stage to the sub-assembly of a PCB in a housing shell.
A. THE UNIT ID
The Unit ID is a 6 character alphanumeric uniquely assigned to each unit. Each alphanumeric is sequenced 0 thorough 9 (10 possibilities), then A through Z (26 possibilities). Thus, 36 total possibilities occur for each character. Six characters yield over two billion unique combinations. An example Unit ID is: "A1AB23". The in Figure 7 . In addition, the CM PCB Assemblyl has its own barcode (see Figure 9) . Finally, the SM has its own unique ID in the form of another The Label contains all information required by both SDAD and its customer, including company logos. In addition to the Unit ID, the label includes information on platform, performance grade, shipping destination, connector key code, supplier (SDAD) code, year/month! 
I. PERFORMANCE GRADE ID
For models that have one standard performance requirement, there is no "grading". However, for those models that allow different performance for different applications, performance grading segregation is controlled within the same model number by use of an additional performance grade number (the Performance Grade ID) on the label. Key performance parameters that may require more or less stringent specifications for various applications include scale factor, offset bias, offset bias over temperature and the rate of change of sensor output versus temperature (aka as "dV/dT").
J. UNIT TEST DATA
The database stores all formal production tests performed on each unit [7, 8] . The data is obtainable at any time in the future using the Unit ID, to which all data, including test data, is referenced. Original "date of manufacture" test data is useful if the unit is returned by the customer for failure analysis and for various Statistical Process Control (SPC) activities. 1) Scale Factor: Scale Factor is calibrated in all gyroscopes at room temperature and appropriate calibration coefficients are stored in the unit to maintain this calibration for the life of the unit. The Scale Factor coefficient is stored in the database for future reference in SPC activities or failure analysis.
2)Ambient Bias: Gyroscope offset bias is calibrated at room temperature and calibration coefficients are stored in the unit and in the database, referenced to the Unit ID. Both the Scale Factor and Ambient Bias are calibrated at room temperature on an Ambient Calibration station. This semi-automatic station (see Figure 6 ) is operated by one operator and features three rate tables, a computer and a barcode scanner.
3) Bias Temperature: Calibration (TC): Gyroscope offset bias behavior over temperature is measured, calibration coefficients are calculated and then stored in both the unit and the database, referenced to the Unit ID. This automated test is performed in a special "Shuttle Oven" capable of rapidly slewing the temperature of several hundred units simultaneously. The bias of each unit is measured, calibrated and verified automatically by the computer controlling the Shuttle Oven, referenced to each Unit ID ("dV/dT" is also measured). See Figure 13 . (nugget) supplied by SDAD to the contract manufacturer for installation on the PCB. In this case, the 2D barcode Nugget ID is traceable. See Figure 14. 2) Wafer Lot: In addition to nugget identification, the 2D barcode Nugget ID includes information on the quartz wafer lot from which the nugget-sensing element was micromachined. SDAD has robustly and economically achieved a mass customization capability that not only fully meets original needs but exceeds requirements as the business continues to ramp up production volumes. The underlying GyroChip sensor technology, coupled with SDAD's ability to efficiently manufacture it in a challenging multiplicity environment has led to the current application on the following platforms in the world-wide automotive industry (see Figure 16 ). 
CONCLUSION
Despite a supplier's natural desire for product ommonality, the business realities of highvolume automotive sensor production drive a supplier to handle a multiplicity of product configurations that proliferate for many reasons. The most obvious reason is different customermandated configurations, which are necessary for customer satisfaction. A second factor driving multiplicity is the need to run various prototype runs down the same line for process validation of new versions. A third factor is the need to avoid the high capital expense of installing multiple production lines to handle multiple product configurations. This paper has described the methods and techniques utilized to not only manage product multiplicity, but also provide a host of additional capabilities and benefits now viewed as essential to the automotive sensor business.
The approach utilizes a straightforward database system using Microsoft SQL Server, coupled with strategically located product sub-assembly bar coding techniques to identify, monitor, track and store manufacturing data unique to each and every unit. Development of the system provided a host of initially unintended side benefits, which greatly benefit the company and its customers both before and after product shipment. With the basic bar coding and database structure in place, these additional capabilities represented a very small additional effort to achieve. BEI Technologies, Inc. continues to evolve and enhance the system to provide even more benefit to the company's expanding automotive sensor business.
